Encrypted external hard drive
Perfect Security

The Datalocker Enterprise is a portable winchester with
military security grade. The encryption motor and house of
the Datalocker Enterprise is qualified with FIPS 140-2 which
issued by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards and
Technology (NIST). You can be sure, your security
expectations and our privacy solution will comply. To
operate the Datalocker Enterprise and the encryption
process is not required any software. Simply connect and
create a code and just use it.
The Datalocker Enterprise details:
-

Thanks to the 256-bit AES CBC hardware encryption your data is protected in case of theft
and steal.
There is no need any software for the encryption because it is happening directly on the
hardware so it does not depend on what kind of OS or computer are you using.
Trademarked LCD touch screen which the users can be directly enter the code
Keyboard numbers are switching places everytime you are entering the pin code
More than 2 TB storage
Supports Windows, mac and Linux systems
About Datalocker

More information check our website: www.datalocker.com
Request demo product:
http://www.datalocker.com/evaluation/

The Datalocker is carrier of the
innovative encryption technologies.
The Datalocker products are
providing data protection to
governments, armies and large
companies based on required
regulations.
The Headquarter of company is in
Overland Park (Kansas, US). The
Datalocker products are combining
comfort with utility and leading data
encryption
technology.
The
Datalocker is simply safe.

Simple, fast and safety
We recommend it to those users for whom the speed, capacity and safety are the most important.
The Datalocker is a DL3 external hard drive which is simply safe. Thanks to the advenced technology,
like variable character placement, self-destruct mode, fast USB 3.0 connection or even 2TB capacity
with SSD option, it became unique product in this industry.
You can say goodbye to the complicated software solutions – in case of the DL3 you can set up
everything easily on the LCD screen. The variable character placement prevent the recognition of the
often used characters meanwhile the self-destruct mode destroys the data after certain wrong
number of code tries.
The high-security code must be entered via the alphanumeric backlit trademarked touchscreen. You
can be 100% sure that your 256-bit AES encryption protects your data.
If you want to have your data in even greater security then you can pair with help of Datalocker Link
the DL3 winchester with this you can absolutely prevent your data being compromised – (not
available for Mac OS). It is optionally available with 2-factor authentication, in addition to code entry
you can protect your data with another hardware RFID identification.
Speed, capacity and the advanced encryption – all in one device.
You can use with RFID token (optional: RFID, 2-steps identification.)

Data Protection even during your journey:

The Sentry FIPS is an encrypted USB drive, which based on the technology of Datalocker. This nextgeneration smart USB 3.1 GEN 1 drive is 100% hardware encrypted.
Why should you choose the Sentry?
Small, simple and fast data encryption solution
The FIPS 140-2 is military level data security, with 2 encryption processors which can be connected
simply. The Sentry FIPS protects the valuable information and it is even fast and portable.

Avoid losing public trust
Every year, 20 million unprotected USB drives go missing. If the data stored on those drives end up in
the wrong hands, you can lose public trust, put citizens at risk and suddenly find yourself in the
middle of a PR scandal. Sentry ONE, it is always protected from unauthorized access.
Long Lasting
In case you store high valuable data, the Sentry FIPS is the best choice. This chip and flash are
covered with epoxy resin and protected from the water, dirt and physical impact.
Utility
The Sentry FIPS can be also connected to the Datalocker EMP (Encryption Management Platform),
which allows you to manage multiple devices. The Datalocker EMP can be switched off remotely or
annihilate the Sentry FIPS devices in case of Mac OS or PC.
With Sentry FIPS you can carry your important data in safe.

DL3TM FE FIPS version:

With double encrypting hardware chip – the most advanced storage device of data security
Based on the success of Datalocker DL3, the Datalocker DL3 FE provides outstanding security. The
DL3 FIPS edition has simple design with fast USB 3.0 connection. Moreover, your data undergoes two
passes of 256 bit encryption, using two different independently generated random keys for
unsurpassed security. It supports alphanumeric passwords plus the # and * characters and the
randomization keypad in order to use of strong password.
If you want to be sure that your data is in even greater security than you can pair with help of
Datalocker Link to the DL3 winchester – (not available for Mac OS) – preventing completely getting
out of data.
It is optionally available with 2-steps authentication in addition to code entry you can secure your
data with another hardware RFID identification.

Military level security.
Total safety – all in one device.

